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6:2 SUGGESTIONS

/
<

(1) Power-loom workers should be given security of their
services.

(2) The facility of training or apprenticeship should be
provided for the newely appointed worker,

(3) Power looms were run in the owners house. But it should
be creates some problems. So Govt.should try to 
provide the Industrial Estate facility to the
owners of power-loom.

(4) Owner should make provisions to stop the sound
pollution.

(5) Centre for the power loom industry should be formed.
It should run the degree/Diploma course in various 
skills required for different process in power loom 
industry.

(6) Worker should get medical facility in very low charge.
(7) In Vita city there is a need of other processing

works for produceing finished cloth.
(8) The power loom weavers associations and power loom

workers unions should take initiative in forming 
Houseing societies for workers.They should seek the 
help and co-operatives from the local Municipalty 
for the same.

(9) Educational facility should be provided to the workers
Chi Idem in worker colony.
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do) Establish the social clubs for the organisation and 
social equity. Such club should try to avoid 
drinking or any other dangerous habbits which are 
harmful to the human health. And also try to avoid 
the blind belief3.

(11) A co-operative institution should be established to 
^provide raw material,finance,sales services and 

facilities the selling functions.Such Institution 
should try to remove the monopoly of the power loom 
owner.

\
J(12) — Old and out dated power loom should be

replaced.
(13) Out dated looms and power shortage creates loss to the

workers as well as owner. So some sort of alternate 
arrangement should be made.

(14) Power-loom workers and owners did not come together
at any time. Some missunderstanting is observed .So 
try to arrange a kind of social institution which 
should try to gather them freely and frankly.

(15) Rough cloth is produced at Vita. But further processes
are not available so Govt.or any other organisation 
should try to provide or start that process in Vita.

(16) Owner co-operative societies were purchaseing lyarn
and sold to their member.But they won't purchase 
rough cloth.So they sell their rough cloth at various 
market.But such condition is dangerous. Govt.should 
try to provide market for the power-loom cloth.


